
Faber® Aluminium 
Venetians 

European engineered  
to bring elegance and 
quality to any space



Systems
The range of slat colours is available to use in three different systems:  
Softline, Roulett and Classic 50.

The Softline system 
Available in all 27 colours – is highly functional and in line with interior  
design trends. The internal rolled edges of the headrail provide strength  
and durability and help distinguish the round profile of the slats, enhancing  
the overall appearance of the blind.

The curved headrail is concave underneath, which allows the slats to be  
assembled closer to the headrail. This design feature reduces the light gap  
that most standard venetians cannot avoid. 

Softline has a combined cord lock and tilting mechanism. This has been designed  
to minimise cord wear and ensure safe operation, plus it gives the blind a neater  
appearance because there are less components exposed. The bevelled wheel gear  
allows the slats to be opened and closed in only 2.5 turns of the wand, due to the  
cleverly designed ergonomic gear combined with a 5mm hexagonal tilt shaft.

The Roulett system 
With 25mm slat in 9 colours and square headrail is easy to install, offering  
all you need to produce attractive venetian blinds of proven quality up to  
a size of 6sqm. A feature of the Roulett system is the “Ultra Wand” option,  
a child safe control that has been designed to both tilt and lift your blinds.

The Classic 50 system 
With 50mm slat available in 7 colours, is designed to cover most window  
applications and a single unit can cover an opening as large as 10sqm.  
All components have been produced with high quality plastic and steel  
materials to give you a reliable blind for many years. 

Control Systems

Versatile and ideal for creating a modern, 
uncluttered look in any environment,  
Faber Aluminium Venetians of fer solar 
protection, light control and privacy.

All systems have been colour 
coordinated so that cords and ladder 
braids blend perfectly with the slats as 
well as head and bottom rail. Installation 
of the systems is quick and easy for 
nearly every type of window.

In addition to the standard brackets, 
there are special brackets to handle 
more complicated installations, 
ensuring a perfect fit and look 
throughout the life of the blind.



Slat
Faber Aluminium Venetian Blind slats are engineered  
and manufactured in Europe from 0.22mm gauge high 
grade aluminium to maximise the tensile strength of  
the slat. They are available in a range of contemporary 
colours and finishes.

The extensive painting process for Faber Aluminium 
Venetians delivers several key benefits. 

Before undergoing the painting process the raw 
aluminium is cut into the required width size. They are 
then washed in hydrochloric acid to remove impurities 
from the surface of the raw aluminium. The acid is rinsed 
off the slat which then goes through a tensile stretch 
oven and roller, the alloy mix is determined by the oven 
temperature and the tensile rollers used. Depending on 
the combination, it produces a tensile strength which 
enables the slat to bend 180 degrees around a 12.5mm 
radius when crowned. 

The next stage is an undercoat paint that etches to the 
raw aluminium surface, once applied it is baked in the 
oven. The final paint finish is applied by a roller and it is 
baked again. Once the slat has cooled it is rewound into 
coil rolls.

The production process gives the Faber Aluminium  
Venetian flexibility, makes it resistant to kinking and 
buckling, they won’t chip or flake and the superior  
adhesion of paint protects against corrosion.

Tape & Cord
Faber offers a wide range of ladder tape and cord to  
suit a variety of aluminium venetian blind systems.

Being vital components for many window covering 
products, the Faber range of tape and cord is designed  
to function with venetian blind systems by holding slats  
in place as well as raising and lowering the system.

Made from high grade materials and ensuring superior 
manufacturing standards, Faber ladder tape and cord  
are quality products. Offered in a wide and flexible range  
of standard widths, thicknesses, colours and designs,  
they also provide low elongation, high strength, UV  
stability and abrasion resistance.

Knitted with pre-shrunk polyester yarn to avoid  
shrinkage in the finished blind, the yarn uses the best 
quality pigments for colour consistency and long-lasting 
colours with a colour fastness of 7-8.
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Size Limitations

25mm Venetian – Roulett & Softline 50mm Venetian – Classic 50

Maximum width 3300mm Maximum width 4000mm

Maximum height 3000mm Maximum height 3000mm

Maximum area 6sqm Maximum area 10sqm

Ultra Wand Maximum area 2.5sqm

Frost 25mm, 50mm

Vanilla 25mm

Iced Ivory 25mm

Latte 25mm

Cool White 25mm

Smoke 25mm

Carbon Star 25mm

Snow White 25mm, 50mm

Silk 25mm

Beige 25mm

Chestnut 25mm

Sheer Grey 25mm

Silver Chalice 25mm

Midnight Black 25mm, 50mm

Baby Powder 25mm Almond White 25mm

Rich Cream 25mm Classic Cream 25mm, 50mm

Tan 25mm Sandy Beige 25mm

Shadow 25mm, 50mm Dark Lava 25mm, 50mm

Fresh Alabaster 25mm Mist 25mm

Silver 25mm, 50mm Metallic Silver 25mm

Harvard Crimson 25mm

Colours

Disclaimer: Colours shown are as close as possible to actual slat colours. Please note, due to limitations of the printing process, photographic and printed 
images may not represent the true colour. Always confirm your colour choice with a swatch sample.


